
PORTO, Portugal | December 2018 | Furniture design brand Ginger & Jagger showcases handcrafted designs in a 
curated showcase at IMM Cologne, from 14 to 20 of January, Hall 11.2, Stand M-051. The presentation marks the 
return of the brand to the German furniture design show. Ginger & Jagger is also exhibiting in Paris, at Maison & 

Objet from 18 to 22 of January, Hall 8, Stand A22.

Ginger & Jagger premières the magnificent Meridiano Sideboard in American Walnut veneer at the curated 
showcase in Cologne. The piece is brought to life through handcrafted wood working and stonemasonry processes. 
The Meridiano Sideboard is available in both wood and marble, having either five or six compartments, between 
doors and drawers, depending on the version. The brand also presents handcrafted functional designs inspired by 
Nature’s poetic realm, such as the new exotic Bananas Wall Lamp and the organic shaped Vine Singular Mirror, 
shown in silver. The award-winning Landscape Desk is presented in a second living space, alongside charismatic 
upholstered designs by Munna. The sculptural element of Ginger & Jagger is elevated by a curated display of lighting 
designs, with the Eclipse Wall Lamp and the iconic Pearl Wall Lamp as centrepieces. The materials and artisanal 
approach of the brand — handcrafted marble and metals, are also embodied by the wall lamps Savana and 

Estremoz, featured in silver and copper finishings.

For the Parisian showcase, Ginger & Jagger presents the Meridiano Sideboard, in negro marquina marble. The 
interior also features the new Perdiz Bed Side Tables that stand out for their clean lines and sumptuous leaf 
finishes, while the Flora Bookcase adorns the interior with silvery tree branches. The showcase is infused with some 
of the brand’s masterpieces such as the Fig Tree Console, the Primitive Console and the Rock Tables, creations that 
are a tribute to Nature’s graciousness, with a complex yet simple aesthetic, just like Nature.

The conceptual spaces especially created for the shows in Cologne and Paris, translate Ginger & Jagger’s poetic 
realm, driven by Nature’s forms and textures. Ginger & Jagger is a part of the Urbanmint Design, together with 
furniture design brand Munna, renowned for its exquisite handcrafted upholstery. Both brands are exhibiting at IMM 

Cologne, from 14 to 20 of January, Hall 11.2, Stand M-051 and Maison & Objet Paris, from 18 to 22 of January, Hall 

8, Stand A22.
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GINGER & JAGGER PREMIÈRES NEW 
MERIDIANO SIDEBOARD AT IMM COLOGNE 

AND MAISON & OBJET PARIS

MERIDIANO  •   Sideboard   •   Ginger & Jagger 

THE BRAND ALSO PRESENTS ICONIC AND 
AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS
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The distinctive Landscape Desk initiates a design 
tension between rough and smooth, straight lines and 
faceted shapes. It’s novel metal structure is the 
foundation from where mountains and hills arise, 
reimagined in its silhouette. The desk devises a 
panoramic setting that can be appreciated from any 
vantage point.

LANDSCAPE  •   Desk

The Fig Tree Console is a tribute to Nature’s 
graciousness. The legs are made from fig tree 
branches in brass casting mold. The lacquered top has 
two drawers with purpleheart wood veneer lined with a 
subtle metal rim.

FIG TREE  •  Console

The Meridiano Sideboard is a contemplation on the 
polarities in Nature. North and south, earth and water, 
gravity and air, these poles coexist with seemingly 
impossible harmony. Intricate in design, its top and 
foundation standing in purposeful equilibrium, the 
Meridiano emanates magnetic character. The marble 
front, top and sides are the framing devices for 3 doors 
and 2 large drawers, in lacquer, made to keep objects 
of cardinal substance to a living space.  

MERIDIANO  •   Sideboard BANANAS  •  Wall Lamp

Bananas brings to life the banana tree, with its 
elongated curved shape hosting hand-turned brass 
leaves. Emerging from the wall, it features a uniquely 
chiseled texture, allowing the light to be both reflected 
and diffused along the surface, culminating in a stand 
out piece for any living space.



FLORA  •  Bookcase

A monument to artisanal wisdom, the Flora Bookcase 
stands as a graceful memento of branches springing 
from a quiet river bank. Designed to be filled with ideas, 
it’s structure is made of tree branches molded in cast 
brass, with glass shelves that give it a profound sense 
of lightness.

PEARL  •  Wall Lamp

The Pearl Wall Lamp is a poetic handcrafted tribute to 
Nature’s mysterious ways. The piece, made in marble 
and metal, represents one of its quintessential 
attributes – serendipity. The magnificence of pearls, 
when produced naturally by oysters, is as breathtaking 
and it is exquisitely rare. The Pearl Wall Lamp’s marble 
shape is carved by hand, making each piece, much like 
a natural pearl, an absolutely unique sculpture.

VINE  •  Singular Mirror

Framing the beholder in a crown of vine branches, the 
Vine mirror is the ultimate artisanal piece. The four 
arches that form the frame are handmade from vine 
branches, molded in brass casting, found in the Douro 
Valley, home of the unique Port Wine.

HEMISPHERE  •  Table Lamp

Hemisphere draws on the dominant role played by the 
sphere in our universe against the infinite nature of an 
ordered cosmos. The principal yellow gold plated brass 
quarter-sphere is juxtaposed against a rectangular 
Carrara or Negro Marquina marble block, creating a 
startling contrast between boldness and serenity, light 
and shadow, straight and curved reflections.
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NOTES TO EDITORS

Launched in Europe in 2012, Ginger & Jagger’s Earth to Earth 
collection is an evocative poetic realm, where Nature’s sculptural 
shapes are eternalized through handcraft, with unique artisanal 
techniques and an outstanding blend of superb materials, such as 
brass, copper, exotic woods and marble. All raw materials are 
provinient from sustainable and certified sources. Ginger & Jagger is 
present in over 50 international markets and represented in 
international showrooms worldwide.

EUROPEAN PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS 
2017 SILVER PRIZE WINNER

2017 GOLD PRIZE WINNER

AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS

EUROPEAN PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS

2018 GOLD PRIZE WINNER

https://www.facebook.com/GingerandJagger
https://twitter.com/GingerandJagger
https://www.instagram.com/gingerandjagger/
https://vimeo.com/gingerandjagger
https://www.pinterest.pt/gingerandjagger/
https://pt.linkedin.com/company/ginger-&-jagger



